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Pandemic was sudden ,an unprepared global issue, faced with
courage and positive. The challenge was even harder in the
Education sector since we dill with the learning of every
individual for their own future and that of the universe. An
optimist looks at every challenge as an opportunity and comes
out with the best suiting solution that fits into their problem.
The educational institutions exist because of the learners and
the mission is to accomplish learning without hindrance.
Hurdles were mainly throughout the race , yet joyfully
experienced with a pleasant face.The foremost hurdles were
are we well equipped to provide uninterrupted learning
experience to the student. Technology came as a life savior
and the spirit of adapting to the new style of teaching was
high in our teachers as ours is a tech savvy school. Timely
training sessions conducted in small batches making the



teachers comfortable learners. A beautiful inherent feature of
a

teacher is ‘Ready to Learn’. The hurdle no longer remained a
hurdle as every teacher mastered the new style, nothing less to
a technically sound individual.
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CLASSES I TO X

To keep the learning a continual process , creative
worksheets subject wise were prepared and shared with the
parents and students through school website and intimated
through whatsapp and google meet.

The IT department was practice and functional assisting
teachers all through. Laptops and internet facilities were
made available by the management.

During the normal school days parents are communicated
through various modes and so it wasn't a tough task to
contact them during the pandemic to communicate the plan



of action and the basic requirement for conducting online
classes.

All students of classes Nursery to X were given Google team
credentials

The teachers had to virtually monitor the child at home in
presence of his /her parents. With no hesitation till date she has
taken every child to her confidence for the ultimate goal to be
reached. A few parents did approach the school for assistance
and all possible help was provided at all -time including
financial support.

● Very informative and beautiful videos prepared by teachers
using the resources available at home and school to give the
students a real time Teaching – learning experience. The
monitoring of students during the assessment was definitely
a concern and it cannot be said that we were successful.
The learning is that a teacher cannot be replaced by anyone,
even the best of the best devices and technology. The



paradigm shift from offline to online was for sure the best
learning and has taught every teacher how the integration
of the two can make wonders.



RESULT DECLARATION INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY CELEBRATION

GREEN INDIA CLEAN INDIA CELEBRATION





INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION ROAD SAFETY DAY CELEBRATION



SCHOOL ORIENTATION PROGRAM



SCIENCE EXHIBITION

KRISHNA JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATION



TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION



COVID AWARENESS PROGRAM



ONLINE CLASS DURING PANDEMIC


